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Pie in the sky appearance – Unraveling rheumatic heart disease in a 
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ABSTRACT
We present a very interesting case of pediatric stroke whereby the patient presented with a visual field defect with perimetry showing a “Pie in the Sky” 
appearance and ultimately diagnosed with rheumatic heart disease on stroke workup.
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A 13-year-old female presented with a two-month history of 
difficulty in visualizing the upper portion of the television 
screen. Perimetry [Figure  1] revealed left homonymous 
superior quadrantanopia. Magnetic resonance imaging 
brain [Figure  2a-f] showed a chronic infarct in the right 
occipitotemporal gyrus, corresponding to the location 
of the optic radiation. A  chronic lacunar infarct was also 
noted in the right hemi-thalamus and in the right cerebellar 
hemisphere. e presence of multiple infarcts raised the 

possibility of embolic etiology. Electrocardiography (ECG) 
was normal. A  2D echocardiography revealed moderate 
mitral stenosis with a thickened anterior mitral valve leaflet, 
suggestive of rheumatic heart disease (RHD). Further, 
stroke workup including testing for hypercoagulable states, 
vasculitis, and other embolic sources was negative. A  24  h 
Holter ECG monitoring was also normal with no evidence of 
cardiac arrhythmias.[1] e patient was initiated on penicillin 
prophylaxis and anti-coagulants.
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Figure 1: (a) Perimetry showing left homonymous superior quadrantanopia, (“pie in the sky,” appearance) on Humphrey visual field 30-2. 
(b) Diagram showing optic pathway with lesion in inferior fibers of right optic radiation causing left homonymous superior quadrantanopia.
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Homonymous superior quadrantanopia results from damage 
to the contralateral inferior fibers of the optic radiation 
(Meyer’s loop) or the inferior part of the occipital visual 
cortex.[2] e RHD patients have a significantly higher risk 
of stroke compared to the normal population.[3] is case 
exhibited the characteristic “pie in the sky” appearance due 
to infarct involving the inferior fibers of the optic radiation. 
A stroke workup in young patients with visual field defects 
is essential for diagnosing latent diseases, as demonstrated 
in this case of latent mitral valve disease leading to multiple 
cerebral emboli and resultant stroke.
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